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Abstract
Wepropose a cooperative conceptual modelling
environment in which two agents interact : the
machineand the humanexpert. The former is able to
extract knowledge from data using a symbolicnumericmachinelearning system, and the latter is
able to control the learning process by accepting and
validating the machineresults, or by criticizing those
results or the explanationthat the systemproduceson
them. The improvmentof the conceptual modelling
relies on the cooperationbetweenthe twoagents.
Results obtained with our methodon prediction of
primatesplice junctions sites in genetic sequencesare
far better than theses reported in the literature with
other symbolicmachinelearning systems, and are as
better as theses obtained with someartificial neural
networks methods reported at present. But in
opposite to neural networks which lack of
argumentation, our system provides the user a
plausible explanationof its prediction.

Introduction
Can one believe, without doubt, knowledgeproduced by a
machine ? Certainly not, therefore our work is on the
boundary between Machine Learning and Knowledge
Acquisition. This paper especially deals with concept
acquisition from similarity-based learning applied to the
prediction of splice junction sites fromgenetic sequences.
Our basic task is to build a concept as an abstraction from
data, and to fit it to newdata through an interaction with
the expert, in a control step.
Our knowledge acquisition method LEGALfocusses
only on one concept with imperfect domain theory, and
the system builds a formulation and a set of objections
defined in section 2. Then the expert is able to examine
how the concept is efficient on data. and how it is
possible to force an evolution of the concept formation or
to suppress its validity. LEGAL
is described in a data
driven wayand is based on the different levels defined by
Russell (1956) to build an abstraction of data. Wewant
establish a cooperative control betweenthe expert and the
system. Weshow how effective our principle is in a
cooperative concept modelling, where the algorithm
structure kernel is the concept lattice or Galois lattice
(Birkhoff, 1967), (Wille, 1992) - and the real-world
problemis genetic sequences analysis.
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In such domain, an active research area in the
hierarchical approachto the protein folding problemis the
prediction of primate splice junction sites from the
DeoxyriboNucleicAcid (DNA)sequence. It is knownthat
DNAsequence carries genetic information which dic~teLs
the productionof proteins. Splice junction sites ate points
on a DNAsequence at which ’superflous’ DNAis removed
during the process of protein creation in higher
organisms. Established approaches to this problem have
involved handcrafted rules by experts, and statistical
methods (Fichant, Quinqueton & Gautier, 1988). More
recently, a variety of machinelearning methods(Lapedes
& al. 1990), (Noordewier, Towell & Shavlik, 1991),
(Brunack, Engelbrecht & Knudsen, 1991) have been
applied: both neural networks, and symbolic induction.
The results of these methodsare often more effective and
accurate than their human-designed
countertxarts.
A comparison between some of both methods has
been made by Towell, Noordewier and Shavlik. Wehave
focused our interest on the same dataset in order to
compareour results to theirs. It appears that our results
are better than those of other symbolic methods, and
nearly identical to those of neural networks methods.
Moreoverour main advantage over neural networks is our
abitility to provide an understandable explanation to the
expert, so that he is able to interact with the system to
improve conceptual modelling.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an
overview of our cooperative environment. Wedescribe the
materials used in our experiment in section 3. Section 4
showsour results and discusses its strengths.
Conceptual
Modelling
Wedescribe here the foundations of our method. Concept
is expressed in terms of sets of examples. Knowledge
acquisition consists in defining a language description,
finding an abstraction, and validating it on data. The
process of concept abstraction is progressive and requires
different levels. Figure 1 showsan extended Russell definition of nine levels. The purpose of Russell was to
extract the concept of number from ZF set theory. For
this task, he defines the 8 first points, his point 9 was
specific to the numbertheory, we point out his approach
as a theoretical framework that outlines the concept
formation in a general case. Our point 9 is due to Lakatos

definition ofcontrol
by proof and refutation.. Figure 2
illustrates the process of cooperative revision through a
little concept example:"To be a goodGeneral", and figure
3 gives the formalism of our implementation.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8.a
8.b
9.a
9.b

cannot be a good general". It is true until the expert
refutes it as an explanation of the system decision. This
allows to refine concept formulation by removing or
modifying this knowledge. Levels 8 and 9 express

Abstraction levels
determinea set of examples
describe the examples
select a relation of equivalencebetweenthe examples
build the class of equivalencefor the examples
iabeJ,,,.,each class of equivalenceby a statementin the language
determine a membershipfunction for each class of equivalence
formulatethe concept as a relation whichlinks to~ether the labels of the classes
determine
a protocolwhichdecidesif an objectcanbe or n0t a____c_0__n__c_ept
e_xamp.!.e_...
give an argumentation,to explain the success or failure in decision

Conceptuallabels
Examples
Fact

Regularity
H~j~othesis
Concept
formulation
Emp’__m_"
__c~:lE~f
Analogical proof
General objections
Contextual objections

Figure 1 : Extended Russell’s data abstraction
Readingdownwards
are the different levels of conceptabstraction whichis an extensionof Russell clef’tuition. Column
3
conceptualformalisansthat can be usedaccordingto the levels. In level 8, onecan choose(8.a) or (8.b). Level(9.a) is linked to level
(8.a), whilelevel (9.b) is linkedto level (8.b).
Thefirst level is related to the choice by the expert of
the examples or counter-examples characterizing the
concept. At the second level, we def’me the language used
to describe objects. Objects are described by means of
facts. Goingthrough someexamples denoting the concept
"Tobe a goodgeneral", as Napoleonand so on, one’s f’trst
task is to search for a description language of
examples. Here we use some binary attributes 1 for
example:small, fat, white ...
Dueto the incompletenessof initial data, it is hard to
find a single characterization or abstraction which
corresponds to the concept formulation of Russell
example(see figure 2). So one mayagree to take a "good"
one whichwouldbe possible to ref’me. To this end, levels
3 and 4 a.ae groupedto define regularity, whichis a feature
that is retrieved amongobjects descriptions. Regularity is
a relation betweenfacts. Usingthe previous descriptors, a
regularity can be a conjunction of attributes which often
holds for a general, like to be small and fat and white Napoleon was, but manyothers weren’t. Levels 5 and 6
are related to hypothesis, i.e. a combinationof a regularity and a subgroup of objects, such that those objects
verify the regularity according to some constraints.
Concept formulation in level 7 is related to an
organization of hypothesis.
Concept formulation gives rise to a cooperative
revision phase, where it is necessary to understand and
control the decision, as shownin figure 2. For example,
consider the assertion : "if someoneis not white then he
1The goal of Russell was to find howto express such
conceptwith termsthat describe humanqualities of a general.
For logical reason, he assumedthat "to be a goodgeneral"
couldbe expressby a disjunction of conjunctionof terms.

decision and argumentation using concept formulation. A
decision based only on learned regnllarities is an crop/r/ca/
decision, and analogical decision is based on the set of
examples. It is well known ~at inductive learning
methods are best suited to tasks where a considerable
amount of data is available and knowledge about the
domainis scarce. These methods do not work effectively
whenthere is insufficient data since they rely on f’mding
patterns amongdata. The use of analogical reasoning is a
way of reducing this shortcoming (Mephu Nguifo
Sallantin, 1993).
Thesedecisions initiate an interaction betweenthe user
and the system, so that the system becomes able to
provide a plausible explanation to the user, whoin turn
can validate or refute it. These explanations allow
knowledgeacquisition since they builds someabslraction
characterizing the learned concept, and also allow the
expert to changesomedata and return to a previous level,
according to the conjunctions or disjunctions of attributes
that influence the decision.
The control is partially based on the notion of
objection. In fact, explaining with objections is more
understandable for an expert than using regularities. An
objection is what is sufficient on an object to refute it as
an example. In our method, general objection is linked to
the concept formulation, while contextual objection is
related to an example. In Russell’s example, a general
objection is : "a general whois not white can never be a
good general". The system builds this assertion since it
appears in manybuilt regularities as the initial examples
are white people - Napoleon, Wellington. The user can
refute this argumentation by removing this fact in the
language description, or by introducing in the data set
someexampleswhich do not verify it.
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Phases
Examples
Language
Abstraction

Cooperative

"To be a goo d general"
Napoleon
r Wellington ....
smallr fat r clever_w.,r whiter age
(small ^ fat A...), (clever ^ ..3,
(small ^ white ....

[Napoleon.... })

Ctual. labels
Examples
Fact

Regularity
Hypothesis

?

Concept formulation

X is - because(small, fat .... )

Empirical proof

X is - as Napoleon

Analogical proof

Revision

User Interaction

return to level 6
e.g. change membership
function
return to level 7
e.g: modifyrelation that
links cl~
return to level 2
e.g: !__s_upp~
~ fact (white)
return to level 1

(age > 70), or (--nwhite) .... ~ never
General objections
SoundiataKeitais not -, dueto (--,white)
Liken to Napoleon, X is not -, due to Contextual objections
not (small and fat and ...)
_ e.g.: modifyob.j_~~ ........
Figure 2 : Cooperative revision.
(iii) Ctual. : conceptual
Abbreviation
:
(i) - : a goodgeneral
(ii) ? : unknown
Thecooperationbetweenthe expert and the systemallow to return backto a previouslevels if the expert critics the systexa
justification. This is materializedpar the symbol=o dueto a refutation of the expert.
For example,SoundiataKeita is not a goodgeneral becausehe verifies noneof the regularities. In addition, he is objectedbectus¢he is
not white.Theexpert critics this objectionbecauseit is not a sufficient reasonto be refuted as a goodgeneral. Givingthis objection,
he notices for examplethat all the initial examplesare white people(acquiredknowledge).So he can suppressthe fact (whim)in
description language,or add somegoodgenerals whoaxe not whitein the initial sets of examples,and in both cases he mayrebuild
conceptformulation(improvment
of conceptualmodelling). He can also choice only to suppress this objection.

The purpose of explanation is to provide some
abstraction of the learned concept through an interaction
with the user. The expert can also use this process to
comparetwo objects. The questions might be as follows:
i) whythe object Oxis justified, refuted or ambigous?
ii) whyOxis similar or not to Oy?
Explanationprinciple
The system searches for a plausible argument to
justify its decision, e.g an object is refuted or ambigous
when its description does not contain some attributes
whichmaybe sufficient to recognize it, if they are added
to its description. The explanation differs whether the
object is justified or not:
a- If the object is justified, then the systemuses its
most similar training example, to extract their common
attributes. The system searches the minimal conjunction
of those attributes that allows to justify the object.
b- If the object is refuted or ambigous,the systemcan
exhibit a general objection or builds a contextual
objection from its nearest training example.
This process answers to question (i). It also works
when using training counter-examples, to give negative
answersto the user. For example, an object can be refuted
whenit verifies ’few’ regularities, and is moresimilar to
training counter-examples, or it can be justified whenit
verifies ’enough’regularities and is less similar to training
counter-examples. The expert can use this process to have
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an answer to questions like (ii). The system may
memorizeor learn the explanation as a good one, and in
the other case, it maymodify its acquired knowledgein
such a way that it will not provide the same explanation
in the future. The user can also revise the description of
the object, by adding or removingsomeattributes.
Remark1: If an object is not objected, then it becomes
a potential examplein an empirical reasoning. General
objections are a meansto define the plausible definition
domainof regularities.
Remark 2 : LEGALis based on Galois lattice.
The
main advantage of Galois Lattice 2 is its exhaustiveness
although this has the disadvantage of considerably
slowing clown the system when dealing with a large
amount of data. To avoid rote learning, we use some
heuristics to build only a join-semilattice of regularities,
as it is shownin figure 4.
Notation: Downwards,we use regularity to designate a
valid and pseudo-coherentregularity.

2Galois Lattice is a mathematicalframework,and has
proved to be the best support of our learning hypothesis
(Mephu& Sallantin, 1993). Referring to the notion
version spaces definedby Mitchell(1982), Galois Lattice can
be viewedas the largest exploratoryspaceof regularities, due
to its exhaustiveness.

Concep.t.ual labels
7’-’Examples
Fact
Regularity

Hypothesis

Concept formulation

Algorithm
Ol, o2,~ ..... Om
binary attributes describing examples
Aj factj, 1< j < n
Relevant attributes are those which ap_pears at least in one built regularity
(regularity, set of examples)
Galois connection: an hypothesis (A,O) is characterize as follows
(i) Ais the subset of all attributes that holds for all objects of
(ii) and Ois the subset of all objects that verifies all attributes in
Selection criterion :
¯ A regularity is valid if it holds for "enough"examples
¯ It is pseudo-coherentif it holds for "few" counter-examples
Join Semi Lattice of hypothesis
Hypothesis are ordered by the subhypothesis-superhypothesisrelation <, i.e. an
hypothesis (AI ,O1) is a subhypothesis of (A2,O2)iff Ol ~ 02 (i.e AI

{regularity}
Principle of majority vote onto the set of valid and pseudo-coherentregularities
Empirical proof
¯ Anobject oi is an exampleif it verifies enoughregularities, oi is justified.
¯ oi is not an exampleif it verifies ’few’ regularities, oi is refuted.
¯ Otherwise, oi is ambiguous.
The set of {regularity} verified by X &an exampleY, axe nearly the same
Principle of decision confirmation:
¯ The object Oxis an exampleif:
Analogical proof
- it verifies ’enough’regularities and is similar to ’enough’examples;
- or it verifies ’few’ regularities and is similar to a particular example*.
¯ It isnot if it verifies ’few’ regularities and isn’t similar to a particular example;
¯ Otherwise, this object is ambiguous.
*Aparticular exampleis an initial examplewhichis not similar to initial others.
{ ~(v facq0 } such that ~(v factk) ~ not example
A built general objection is the negation of a disjunction of some more relevant
General objections
attributes, such that if it holds for an object then this object cannot verify ’enough’
regularities, and is empiricallyrefuted.
Anob~left_!s__o_bjectedif it verifies an objection.
7(^ factk) with X = not as the example
Consideringan initial exampleY, a built contextual objection on an object X is the
Contextual objections
negation of a conjunction of somemorerelevant attributes, such that if it holds for
X, then X cannot be similar to Y.
Figure 3 : LEGALformalism to abstract
data.
Column2 gives the specifications of our symbolicempirical single inductive systemLEGAL
[Liquiere &Mephu,1990]. These
specifications werechosenin order to allow a coopeartivecontrol. A critic of decision or argumentation
of the system(empiricalor
analogicalproof - contextualor general objections) by the expert give rise to a revision of the knowledge.
In practice, the terms "enough"and "few"are defined throughsomethresholds chosenby the expert or determinedby the system, and
respectively called the validation andthe pseudo-coherence
thresholdswhenbuilding regularities, the justification andthe refutation
thresholdfor empiricaldecision, and the similarity thresholdfor analogicaldecision.

Remark 3 : Methods of machine learning
are
strongly biased toward symbolic data representations. In
someproblems, not all the data are available before some
decisions must be made. Regularities are strongly
dependent on the learning context and the principle of
majority vote in decisions can be inadequate due to the
dependence between regularities
(Mephu & al. 1991).
Consequently several errors may of necessity appear in
decisions (see figure 5). To avoid this shortcoming,
have implementedan analogical decision methodbased on

numericaltaxonomyfor its analytic capability, to control
LEGAL
decisions. Wedefine a context-sensitive similarity betweenan object and the training objects, through
the way they interact onto the set of regularities. A
similarity measureis termed context-free, if the sinailaxity betweenOl and 02 is independent of Al’s and A2’s
rela-tionship to other objects being clustered. Contextsensitive measuresof similarity have also been developed
in which the similarity of two objects is dependent on
their relation to additional objects. For example, if we
Ngulfo
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assumethat integers are "objects", then using a contextsensitive similarity mea-sure, the integers 1 and 9 would
be considered more similar when considered within the
range 1 to 100 than whenconsi-dered within the range 1
to 10 (Fisher &Langley, 1986).

E1

Figure 4 : Regularities
Space with LEGAL.
Despitethe heuristics, the Galoisconnectionis not altered in
valid regularities.
E1 u E2 = space examinedby LEGAL;
E3= space unexplored;E1= join-semilattice built.

and acceptor sites from the DeoxyriboNucleicAcid (DNA)
sequence. Let us give somebasic definitions which are
based on that of Li (1990) and Chan(1992).
Basic definitions
A gene is coded by its nucleotidic sequence (DNA
sequence), or its RNAstrands (RiboNucleic Acid) or
protein sequence(the very building blocks of life). These
sequences are divided into groups: amino-acidand nucleotide sequences.Weare concernedby the latter group.
Nucleotide sequence....RNA and DNAsequences are
nucleotide sequences. The basic building blocks of human
genetics are nucleotides. There are four different kinds of
nucleotides in DNA:adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine
(G), and thymine (T). A DNAsegment can be represented
as a sequence of symbols, where each symboldenotes one
of the four nucleotides. For example, GAGAGCTT
maybe
a segmentof eight nucleotides of a DNA
sequence.
lntron and Exon. In general there are somesegments in
DNA sequencxes
which do not encode protein
information. These segments are called introns, and are
sliced off before translation, the process of decoding
information on a RNAto generate proteins. Before
translation begins, the regions that encode protein
information, exons, are spliced together after the introns
are removed.
Donor and Acceptor sites. All knownsplice junctions
are divided into acceptor sites (the boundarybetweenan
intron and an exon : IE or 3’ sites) and donor sites
(betweenan exonand an intron : El or 5’ sites).

Legend:

Q
~,-:

’ Regularityin Lattice
Nearly identical objects

~*~ ¯ x is an isolated object
x : learning example
Figure 5 : Examples Space with LEGAL.
Alike-circle correspondsto a regularity in LEGAL.
Objectsox in a circle verify the corresponding
regularity.
LEGAL
is able to point out someparticular examples,and this providesmoreinformationto the expert. In fact, this maybe an
outcomeof the incompletenessof the description language,of the set of examples,of the conceptformulation,or of the
knowledge
sta’ucture bias. It is thus necessaryto control learningand decisionsteps.
Prediction
of splice junction sites
Wedescribe here our application. Biology is more and
more used in AI as an application domain. Wehayed
chosenit for tworeasons: the f’trst relies on the difficulty
to clusterize sequences into exclusives classes, and the
secondis the importance of argumentationfor biologists.
Wefocus our interest on the prediction of primate donor
296
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Data sets
Data are provided from the GenBankdatabase 64.1, which
contains the already annotated primate sequences. The
problem is to recognize the boundaries betweenexons and
introns in DNAsequences. There is two subtasks: recognizing EI sites, and recognizingIE sites.

CI.

sequence

segment

EI,
EI,
EI,

instance
name
ATRINS-DONOR-521 ,
ATRINS-DONOR- 905,
BABAPOE-DONOR-30,

CCAGCTGCATCACAGGAGGCCAGCGAGCAGGTCTGTTCCAAGGGCCTTCGAGCCAGTCTG
AGACCCGCCGGGAGGCGGAGGACCTGCAGGGTGAGCCCCACCGCCCCTCCGTGCCCCCGC
GAGGTGAAGGACGTCC T TCCCCAGGAGCCGGTGAGAAGCGCAGTCGGGGGCACGGGGATG

EI,
EI,
IE,
IE,
IE,

TARHBD-DONOR-468,
TARHBD-DONOR-817,
ATRINS-ACCEPTOR-701,
ATRINS-ACCEPTOR-1678,
BABAPOE-ACCEPTOR-801,

GGAAGATGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTGGGCAGGTCAGTATCATGGCTATGAGGCAGGCTTAA
AAGCTGCATGTGGATCCTGAGAACTTCAGGGTAAGTCTAGGAGATGTTCTTCTTTGTCCT
TTCAGCGGCCTCAGCCTGCCTGTCTCCCAGGTCTCTGTCCTTCCACCATGGCCCTGTGGA
GGACCTGCTCTGCGTGGCTCGCCCTGGCAGTGGGGCAGGTGGAGCTGGGTGGGGGCTCTA
GCGGTTGATTGACAGTTTCTCCTTCCCCAGACTGGCCAATCACAGGCAGGAAGATGAAGG

IE,
IE,
N,
N,

TARHBD-ACCEPTOR-594,
TARHBD-ACCEPTOR-1884,
AGMKPNRSB-NEG-I,
AGMORSI2A-NEG-181,

CTGTCCTGTGGGTTCCTCTCACCCTCTCAGGTTGCTGGTCGTCTACCCATGGACCCAGAG
CATATGTATCTTTTTACCTTTTCCCAACAGCTCCTGGGCAACGTGCTGGTGTGTGTGCTG
CAAAAGAACAAAGCTGGAGGCATCACGCTACCTGACTTCAAACTATACTACAAGGCTACA
AGGGAGGTGTCTGATTGGTCCAGCTTAGTCCATGTCCCTACCCTGAACAGGGGCATGGGG

N,
N,
N,

HUMARMA-NEG-961,
HUMZNF8-NEG-661,
LEMHBDPS-NEG-1441,

CACTGAGTTGATTTTAGCAGAGAAACGTGGTGACCTGACAAGAGAGAATGTGAACCAGTG
CAGGACAAACCCTACAAATGTACTGACTGTGGGAAGTCGTTTAACCATAACGCACACCTC
TTCACCCCACAGGTGCAGGCTGCCTATCAGAAGGTGGTGGCTGGTGTGGCTAATGCCCTG

N,
N,
N,

ORARGIT-NEG-241,
TARHBB-NEG-541,
TARHBD-NEG-1981,

TCTCGGGGGCGGCCGGCGCGGCGGGGAGCGGTCCCCGGCCGCGGCCCCGACGTGTGTGTC
ATTCTACTTAGTAAACATAATTTCTTGTGCTAGATAACCAAATTAAGAAAACCAAAACAA
AGGCTGCCTATCAGAAGGTGGTGGCTGGTGTGGCTGCTGCTCTGGCTCACAAGTACCATT

False
N,
N,
N,
N,

ORARGIT-NEG-241,

ATCAATAAGCTCC TAGTCC AGACGCCATGGGTCATTTCACAGAGGAGGACAAGGCTACTA
TCTCGGGGGCGGCCGGCGCGGCGGGGAGCGGTCCCCGGCCGCGGCCCCGACGTGTGTGTC

False

IE sites

CCAACAGCACCAATATCTTCTTCTCCCCAGTGAGCATCGCTACAGCCTTTGCAATGCTCT
GACCTGCAGC ACCGGCTGGACGAGGCCGAGCAGATCGCCCTCAAGGGCGGCAAGAAGCAG

N,

N,
N,
N,
N,

EI sites

GGCCCCCACCTGGTGGAAGCCC TC TACCTGGTGTGCGGGGAGCGAGGTTTCTTCTACGCA
GTTC TAATCATTTCACCATTTTTGTTATTCGTTTTAAAACATCTATCTGGAGGCAGGACA

N,

LEMHBDPS-NEG-1441,

GTTCGTGGGGGCCACTTTGCGGCCTTTGAGGAGCCGGAGCTGCTCGCCCAGGACATCCGC
TTCACCCCACAGGTGCAGGCTGCCTATCAGAAGGTGGTGGCTGGTGTGGCTAATGCCCTG

Figure 7 : Segments nucleotides of true and false donor sites.
"CI." indicates the class (oneof n, ei or ie) of the instance.Thedataset examples
are takenfromC-enBank
64.1. Thesedataas well as
results obtainedby "lowell. Noordewier
andShavlikare available in the ics.uci.edu UNIXmachine.Theycan be copiedby network
using an ftp command,
and’anonymous’
as Iogin. Dataare in the directory "Pub/Machine-Leaming-databases/Molecular-Biology".
Thedataset3 contains 767 El sites (25%),768 IE sites
(25%) and 1655 segments which were neither EI nor
sites. Theexamplesof the latter subset is referredto as N
sites. All the examplesof these 3 subsets are sequences
segments extracted symmetrically around donor and
accepter sites, starting at position -30 and ending at
position +30. Each sequence segments contains 60
nucleotides. Other characters D, N, S, and R indicate
ambiguity among the standard characters.
They
3This dataset has been developedby Noordewier&al
(1991) to help evaluate a "hybrid"learning algorithm
(KBANN)
that uses examplesto inductively refine preexisting knowledge.Usinga "ten-fold cross-validation"methodology on 1000 examplesrandomlyselected from the complete set of 3190, the error rates producedby various ML
algorithms,are shownin figure 7.

respectively correspondsto (A or Gor T), (A or G or or
T), (C or G), (A or
Remark
4 : It appearsclearly in this dataset that E1 and
IE examples respectively often have the apparent
consensus "GT"at positions 31-32 and "AG"
at positions
29-30 (see table 4). Over the 1655 examples of the
subset, there are 8 (.48%) segments with the two
consensus, 119 (7.19%) segments with only "AG’,
(5.44%) with only "GT", and 1438 (86.89%) with
consensus.So using this data set can alter the error rates
because there are too manyN examples which would
necessarily be well predicted due to the absence of the
consensus. All these N exampleswouldhave been easily
well recognized by our methodas false sites (F.EI or
FIE). To avoid this shortcoming, we have extracted
data sets of IE (384+384),false IE (60+59), El (384+383)
and false El (45+45) sites, where each site has the
Nguffo
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corresponding consensus. Each of the 4 sets was divided
into 2 parts, part I used for training of machinelearning
algorithmsincluded the f’trst half examplesas indicates in
the previous brackets, and part II used for testing the
remaining half examples.
Remark5: A code is often defined to translate nucleotique segments in such a way that it may analyze in
propositional languageIn our application, we replace each
nucleotide by a conjunction of some properties. For
example, the following small segment of 3 nucleotides
"AGC"can be described by "101010 0101 I0 011001".
Remark6: The alphabetical order was maintained when
dividing the dataset into training and test in order to avoid
strong similarities betweensequences.
IE
N
E1
KBANN
08.47
04.62
07.56
BACKPROP
10.75
05.29
05.74
PEBLS
07.55
06.86
08.18
PERCF-JrI’RON 17.41
03.99
16.32
ID3
13.99
08.84
10.58
15.04
COBWEB
09.46
11.80
NearestNeighbour09.09
31.11
11.65
IE
F.IE
F.EI
El
10.12 04.44
04.96
L_E__G_AL_I
Empirical)09.63
Figure 7 : Error rates obtained with some
machine learning and Legal.
Theexperimentsof other learning systemsrun at the
university of Wisconsin.sometimeswith local
implementationsof published algorithms (Noordewier,
Towell. &Shavlik, 1991).
Results and Discussion
Figure 7 gives sometest results, where symbolic methods
such as ID3, COBWEB
are less better than neural
networks approach such as KBANN, BACKPROP,
PERCEPTRON.
The dala~et used by these methodsare different to ours.
Howevera comparison can be made, and it appears that
our empirical prediction results are better than thoses of
symbolic methods, and as better as thoses of neural
networks approach.
The results of others methodsare obtained by a tenfold cross-validation"
methodology on 1000 examples
randomly selected from the complete set of 3190
examples. This randomchoice can considerably decrease
the error rates of false sites predictions since it appears
clearly (see remark 4) that there are nearly 86%of false
examples which do not have any of the consensus "GT"
or "AG",while all the true examplesdo.
Becausewe consider only prediction on false sites with
one of the consensus, our methodologycan be thus more
valid and efficient than the other.
In addition, as shown in figure 8, LEGAL
provides
someargumentationof its decision if it is needed by the
expert, and.is moreexpressive than neural networks for a
biologist. This figure illustrates an exampleof the inter298
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action that can be established with the user in order to
explain the results. The example shown by figure 8
concern the donor model. The same process can be done
for the acceptor group.
Remark7: Wenotice that all the positive examples of
the test set which are not recognized by our system, were
similar to initial counter-examples. Wehave not been
able to evaluate the results of our analogical reasoning
because we had no interaction with an expert-biologist on
these data.
Conclusion
The goal of this paper is to describe and to advocate how
important the interaction of a machinelearning system
and a human-expertis in a knowledgeacquisition process.
Wehave explained how, by achieving successively 9
levels, we provide a concept formulation whichis easy to
test and possibly to refine than in the classical and neural
networks methods. Wethink that the best methods will
be those where the expert-user gains confidence. Our
methodis basedon the fact that it is importantto klp the
expert shed light on data that influence a decision, and
allow to refine knowledge. So LEGAL
can be of great
help to keep a knowledgebase utxlated.
We have also shown how to control of learned
regularities for knowledgeacquisition by an analogical
method.Webelieve that this is an efficient palliative to
the uncertainty of a decision based only on learned
regularity, and a preliminary for an extraction of a
plausible explanation. Combinations of strengths can
overcomedifficulties in domainsthat are simultaneously
incomplete, noisy, and biased, as it has been previously
shownby (Rendell, 1989).
However, the major current limitation
of the
implementedmethodis that it remains (even so) a simple
methodof control with no available automatic feedbackto
the initial data and/or learned (background)knowledge,
it maybe the case with a control method.
Contextual objections have to be validated by a
biologist for our application. Wehave not currently
validated this secondlevel of control in our application.
Weare attempting to address this validation in ongoing
research with the laboratory of the French Association of
Myopathy. Moreover Brunak, Engelbrecht & Knudsen
(1991) obtained also best results with a neuronal network
approach, using other data sets from hamanDNAsequence. Such data wouldalso be well suited for LEGAL.
Availability.
The LEGALprogram is available on
request, and free to academicusers. For instructions, send
an e-mail or post-mail using the aboveaddress.
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has been made available by the French Association of
Myopathy(A.F.M.). The authors thank Jocelyn Nanard,Mare
Nanard, Joel Quinqueton, and the anonymousreferees for
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paper.

Conceptual labels
767 Examples
of 60 nucleotides
where384 for training
&383for test
90 Counter-Examples
where
45fortraining
& 45for test
Fact

A good donor site
CCAGCTGCATCACAGGAGGCCAGCGAGCAGGTCTGTTCCAAGGGCCTTCGAGCCAGTCTG
AGACCCGCCGGGAGGCGG AGGACCTGCAGGGTGAGCCCCACCGCCCCTCCGTGCCCCCGC
AAGC TGCATGTGGATCCTGAGAACTTCAGGGTAAGTCTAGGAGATGTTCTTCTTTGTCCT

GGCCCCCACCTGGTGGAAGCCCTCTACCTGGTGTGCGGGGAGCGAGGTTTCTTCTACGCA
TCTCGGGGGCGGCCGGCGCGGCGGGGAGCGGTCCCCGGCCGCGGCCCCGACGTGTGTGTC

A, G, C, or T or oombinationof nucleotides like D, R, S, N at position i. 1~i<18
AA
A
G
"GG "GT. C

Regularity
Thresholds:
Validity = 200
Pseudo-~herenee= 3

C
AAC
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Hypothesis
Tluesholds:
Justification = 15%
Refutationffi 15%
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Lattice of 2282regularities where458 are valid and peudo-coherent

Concept

formulation

Trainingobjects predicted as
~oodsites:
Empirical proof
Good sites in empirical test :
examples
95.04 %
counter-exples 04.44 %

Analogical

examples
counter-exiles

Empirical
96.87 %
04.44 %

> 15% {regularity}

Analogical
97.92 %
03.11%

~ example and < 15% {regularity}

~ not example

Ox = "AGCCAGGGCACTCACCAGGCTGCAAGAA,Q~GTGCTGGGGTAAGAGGGGAGCGGGGGA
is not
an exampleas it verifies 4%of regularities. The expert can critic this decision, and change
the justification threshold to less than 5%. He can continue for moreinformation
Regularities holds by X and an exampleY, are nearly the same

proof
Oxisn’t similar to a particular example.It ~ similar to the initial coun~r-example
:

Goodsites in an~ogiealtest:

"ACTCTGTATTTTGGCCTGAAACCCATAGTGGTGCTGCATGGATATGAAGCAGTGAAGGAA".

examples
95.30 %
coun~er-exples 04.44 %

~= "GTGGGCAAGTGCCGAAGCGCAGGCATCAAGGTACTGGCCTCCCATCCTCCCCTCCATTCT"

General

objections

I~ nearest good initi~ exampleis Oywhichverifies 16%of regularities
7(.

Oxis objected by the last
one. If the expert refuted it
then he may modify the
description language by
returnin~ to level 2.

¯G
C
¯T

-~(.
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-~(.

.

) ~ not exple
not expte

.)

C

";X ~ not expte

G .... G"
Ox is not similar to example Oy because o f

~(.
Contextual

objections

.)

aAa
,A ,

Replacing’CA’by G,~ in the first object Oxgives two objects Oa and Ob:
Oa = "AGCCAGGGCACTCACCAGGCTGCAAGAAAGGTGCTGGGGTAAGAGGGGAGCGGGGGATCC"
which verifies 15% of regularities
and is similar to 07 due to underlined nucleotides.

Figure 8 : Data abstraction
An object oi verifies

the regularity

"

AA
A
GG" GT. CG .....

for donor splice

junction

sites.

" if it has (A or G) at position 6 and 7, G and T at respective positions

and 10, (A or C) at position 12, and G at position 13.
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